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1. Subject Description:
Subject: inorganic chemistry 
Inorganic chemistry will help the students to understand the meaning of the atoms composition, electronic orbitals and its building-up, quantum numbers, hybridization and its related to the shapes of the molecules, also the students can learns the basic principal about the nuclear chemistry, thermo chemistry, kinetic, electrochemistry, and study the transition elements and its periodic properties.

2. Require Background or Experience:
     Models of molecules.
3. Subject Objective (In organic Chemistry)
A. Knowledge and understanding:
      Students will have an understanding through study different subjects in inorganic chemistry, like atoms and their composition, molecules and their geometry, hybridization of atom's orbitals, and understanding the meaning of thermodynamic, kinetic, and other different concepts in inorganic chemistry. 
     
B. Subject-specific and practical skills:
    Students will be able to discuss topics relating to inorganic chemistry with others in a meaningful way.


4. Text book(s) and Readings: 
(1) Bahl, Arun and Bahl, B.S., Tuli, G.D., 2008. "Essentials of Physical Chemistry". 1st Ed. Rajendra Ravindra, Ltd. India. 

(2)B.Ebbing, Darrell D., and Gammon, Steven D. 2009. "General Chemistry".  9th Ed.  Houghton  Mifflin. USA. 

(3)Martin , Silberberg S.2003.  "Chemistry".  3rd Ed. McGraw-Hill, Inc. USA.  

5. Student Materials:
    1. Textbook and References
    2. Lecture Notes
    3. CD and internet resources 

6. Collage Facilities 
    1. Classroom with Whiteboard and projection facilities
    2. College library

7. Subject Outline

Measurement in Scientific study, General Features of SI Units, Some Important SI Units in Chemistry. 
Week1
Chemical bonds, Ionic Bonds, Covalent Bonds. 
Week2
Polar Covalent Bonds, Hydrogen Bonding, Acids and Bases. 
Week3
Arrhenius theory of acids and bases, Arrhenius acids, Arrhenius bases. 
Week4
Strong and Weak acids, Strong and Weak bases, Reaction of Acids
Week5
Reaction of Bases, Conjugated Acid-Base pairs. 
Week6
FIRST EXAME.

Atomic number (Z), Mass number (A), Composition of the nucleus. 
Week7
Calculating average atomic mass, Calculating involving molar mass of an element and Avogadro's number, Calculating the mass of a single atom. 	
Week8
Converting mass in grams to number of atoms, Calculating involving molecular mass, Calculating molecular mass, Calculating the number of moles in a given amount of a compound. 
Week9
Calculating the number of atoms in a given amount of a compound, Calculating the Frequency and Wavelength of an Electromagnetic Wave, Calculating the energy of a photon. 
Week10
Quantum numbers of an atomic orbital, Let us learn the following concepts
, Labeling an atomic orbital, Counting the number of orbitals associated with a principal quantum number, Counting the number of electrons in a principal level. 
Week11
Writing electron configurations and orbital diagram, Atomic orbital shapes
1s orbital, 2s orbital, Concept of hybridization.
Week12
Types of hybridization, sp hybridization, sp2 hybridization.
Week13
SECOND EXAM. 

Isotopes, Symbolic representation of isotopes, Examples of isotopes, Isotopes of hydrogen. 
Week14
Isotopes of uranium, Nuclear chemistry, Types of radiations. 
Week15
Alpha (α)-rays (radiation), Beta (β)-rays (radiation), Gamma (γ)-rays(radiation). 


Week16
Calculating nuclear binding energy, Thermo chemistry, Enthalpy of a reaction. 
Week17
Calculation of ∆H from ∆E, Thermo chemical equations, Calculating heat absorbed or released using specific heat data. 
Week18
Standard enthalpy of formation and reaction, Calculating the standard enthalpy of reaction, Direct method of calculating the standard enthalpy of formation.
Week19
Calculating the work done in gas expansion, Enthalpy and the first law of thermodynamics-calculating the internal energy change of a gaseous reaction, Free energy.
Week20
Third Exam.

Calculating standard free energy changes, Electrochemistry, Oxidation –reduction concepts, Standard reduction potentials. 
Week21
Comparing strengths of oxidizing agents, Calculating the standard (emf) of an electrochemical cell, Spontaneity of (Redox) reactions. 
Week22
Predicting whether a (redox) reaction is spontaneous, Calculating (ΔG°) and (K) from (E°), The Nernst equation. 
Week23
Using the Nernst equation to predict the spontaneity of a (redox) reaction, Batteries and their application.
Week24
Primary (nonrecharge able) batteries, Flow batteries (fuel cells). 
Week25
General review.
Week 26 


8. Instructional Methods:
    a. Lecture / Discussion sessions
    b. Questions and Answers
    c. Homework's and Readings
    d. Quizzes

9. Evaluation will be based on the following: 
    
    1st Exam            100%
    2ndExam            100%
    3rd Exam            100%
    Quizzes              10%
    ---------------------------------
     Total                  40%


10. Final Exam Data:
    Pointed by the examination committee.  


Sample of Questions and Answers:

A- definition with other requirement, example: Define the batteries? What are the kinds of batteries? Write the half and overall cell reactions for the alkaline batteries? 

Answer: A battery is a collection of one or more voltaic cells connected in series and commercial batteries are used to supply electrical energy to operate various types of equipment.

1- Primary batteries (non recharge able):

Dry cell. 
Alkaline battery. 
3- Flow batteries (fuel cells). 

Anode (oxidation):

Zn (s) + 2OH(aq) →  ZnO(s) + H2O(l) + 2e-.

Cathode (reduction):

MnO2(s) + 2H2O (l) + 2e- → Mn (OH)2(s) + 2OH-(aq).

Overall cell reaction: 

Zn (s) + MnO2(s)+ H2O(l)  →   ZnO(s) + Mn (OH)2(s)      Cell= 1.5V.

B- Chosen questions, example:
Choose the true answer?


1- Atomic size for the transition elements across a period.
(a- increases, b- decreases, c- remain constant.).

2- For a spontaneous process the cell potential.
(A-E cell > 0, b- E cell < 0, E cell = 0). 

Answer: 

1- b- decreases.
2- a- E cell > 0. 

C- Different questions, example: 

What is the difference between voltaic cell and electrolytic cell? 

Answer: 
Voltaic cell uses a spontaneous reaction (∆G < 0) to generate electrical energy. 
Electrolytic cell uses electrical energy to drive a non spontaneous reaction (∆G > 0). 


D-Calculating the Energy Change for a Nuclear Reaction
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A. Calculate the energy change in joules (four significant figures) for the 
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Above nuclear reaction per mole of          :
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Atomic and particle masses are given in the above table the speed of light is (2.998 x 108 m/s)
B. What is the energy change in MeV for one            nucleus? 

Answer
You need to write the nuclear masses below each nuclide symbol and then calculate ∆m. Once you have ∆m, you can obtain ∆E. The nuclear mass of a nuclide is the mass of the atom minus the mass of the electrons. For example, using mass information from the above table, you calculate the nuclear mass 
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of(             ) by starting with the atomic mass of (             ) and subtracting the mass of two electrons.
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Nuclear mass of (      )    =  4.00260 amu - (2 x 0.000549 amu) = 4.001502 amu
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                              2.01345    3.01493            4.00150        1.00728 amu
Hence, 
           
           ∆m = (4.00150 + 1.00728 - 2.01345 - 3.01493) amu
                 
                 = - 0.01960 amu

To obtain the energy change for molar amounts, note that the molar mass of an atom in grams is numerically equal to the mass of a single atom in amu. Therefore, the mass change for molar amounts in this nuclear reaction is (-0.01960 g), or (-1.960 x10-5) kg. The energy change is

∆E = (∆m) c2 = (-1.960 x 10-5 kg) (2.998 x108 m/s)2

      = -1.762 x 1012 kg.m2/s2 or       -1.762 x1012 J. 
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B. The mass change for the reaction of one (      ) atom is (-0.01960) amu. First change this to grams. Recall that 1 amu equals 1/12 the mass of a (C-12) atom, whose mass is 12 g/6.022x1023. Thus, 1 amu = 1 g/6.022x 1023. Hence, the mass change in grams is: 
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∆m = - 0.01960 amu x 
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  Then,

                           ∆E =   (∆m) c2 = (-3.255x 10-29 kg) (2.998 x108 m/s)2

                             = - 2.926 x 10-12 J.
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Now convert this to MeV:

                      ∆E = - 2.926 x10-12 J x                             = - 18.26 MeV.  











